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TWO OUT OF FOUR SNEAK RAIDERS SHOT DOVE

Shortly after noon today four FW 190s made a sneak raid on the South

West of England* They paid dearly for it, two of them being shot down into

the sea and a third damaged by two pilots of Fighter Command's Rhodesian

Squadron.

From the time the raiders were first seen by the Rhodesians streaking
for home at sea level until their number had been reduced by half, only seven

minutes elapsed*

The combats 'were the first for both Rhodesian pilots* One and a half of

the destructions are being credited to 22 year old F/0 J.H. Deall, from Odei,
South. Rhodesia, and half and a "damaged" belong to 29 year old

Sergeant D,S* Eadie, from M'Kana, North Rhodesia* The sergeant pilot, a

copper mining engineer before joining the R,A,F., only became fully trained

two weeks ago*

"We wore on patrol when 'ops' called up to say enemy aircraft were about,"
the F/O said later, "and just about at thE same moment we spotted them. My No, 2

and I were flying in line abreast, and within a minute or two wo had closed the

distance between us and the Huns from 1000 to 100 yards, Vo opened fire almost

together. There was a terrific flash in the fuselage of the one I fired at

and his wheels dropped down. Then we got a bit mixed up and ny No, 2 finished

mine off while I picked out another one,
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"One quick burst at my second Hun caused the pilot to pull up sharply for

several hundred foot and bale out. His parachute came down very close to where

his machine load crashed into the sea but I don* t think he got away with it

because ho was so low when he jumped, I circled the spot but saw no trace of

him in the rough sea once the silk of his parachute had submerged* ir

The Sergeant Pilot, describing his first combat, said that there were

bright red flashes on the fuselage of the enemy aircraft and one or two pieces

flew off.

"Then I found myself flying in close formation with another of the f*Ws,"

ho added, "and this one got on to my tail. My No, 1 yelled a warning to me and

I got out of danger with sharp turns. Then I saw the crippled 190 which my

No, 1 had first fired at, and after a few seconds of jockeying for position I

sent it crashing down into the sea, where it lay for a few moments in a burning

patch of oil."
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